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ABSTRACT
When the task of evaluating student learning is

carefully considered, two major problems emerge. One is the gathering
of the most appropriate and precise evidence possible about the
learning. The other is the setting of performance standards against
which this evidence may be weighed and the adequacy of each student's
learning judged. This paper has focused on the problem of setting
performance standards for use in strategies for mastery learning. The
paper began with the argument that a key variable ir the design of
these strategies are the mastery performance standards which students
are helped to attain throughout their instruction. It was pointed out
that presently there are no procedures for setting such standards.
Next, an attempt was made to formulate one such procedure. The
approach developed utilizes students' future learning, i.e., their
scores on a set of desired, end-of-instruction learning outcomes, as
a criterion for determining the mastery performance level which
students must attain at any stage in their instruction. Finally, the
paper reported an experiment designed to explore the feasibility of
the approach proposed. The experiment was designed to test the
assumption that the performance standard which a student attains over
each segment of his instruction has important implications for his
realization of the desired, end-of-instruction learning outcomes. In
general, the experiment's results confirmed the assumption tested.
(Author/CK)
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Although the problem of setting performanee stuiderds is old, perhaps

never has it assumed Freater imporbance than in the deetgn of uestery

learning strategies, These strategies are designed OD the assumption that

attainment of particular standards throughout tlne instructional process

will help a maximum number of etudents reach desired end-of-inotruction

learning outcomes. Without procedures for select:ng standards whose

maintenance Produces the desired outcomes, therefore, these strategies

cannot be consistently well-designed

Presently there are no such procedures, In part this is due to the

type of standard which must be set. While there are well-developed pro-

cedures for setting relative (e.g., Angoff, 1971) or absolute (e.g.,

Pedelsky, 1954) standards for use in interpreting scores on no:F.:a--

referenced tests, mastery performance standards must be absolu;e

standards for use in interpreting scores on criterion-referenced tests

(Blodk, 1971; Bormuth, 1971).1

In larger part, though, the lack of sound procedures for setting

nastery performance standards is due to how-these standards must be set. As

Bormuth (1971) has argued the setting of mastery performance standards reouires

rational techniques -which are capable of yielding standards whose superiority

1
For purposes of this Paper, a norm-referenced test narir be defined as

an instrument designed to indicate how well the student has learned a
given segment of inst:uction relati7e to his peers while a criterion-
referenced instrument may-be defined as one designed to indicate what
the rtAlent has or has not leemed from the segment.



as indices of the adequacy of a student's learning can be defended both

logically and empirically.

But present techniques for setting ma:Aery standards are essentially

irrational and. yield indefensible standards. For example, perfee", perform,.

ance, i.e., a perfect test score over a set of instructional objectives,

is often set as a mastery standard. Yet data from both laboratorj learning

researdh (Bormuth, 1971) and studies -which employ perfect perforaance as

their mastery standard (e.g., Sherman, 1967) suggest that perfect perform-

ance is unrealistic to expect and prohibitively expensive to attain. Or

to take another example, mastery standaids are also often set in terms of

adhievement of saae fixed proportion, say 85 percent, of a set of oWec-

tives. But mhy this proportion is a more meaningful index of wasbery than,

say, achievement of 80 or 90 percent of the objectives is rarely explained

or defended.

If the cnrrent trend toward increased use of mastery learnirg strate-

gies continues, then the need for some better approaches to the prdblem of

setting mastery performance standards is obvious. This paper attempts to

begin to fulfill this need by (a) formulating a general approach for the

setting of defensible mastery standards and (b) testing the approach's

feasibility.

An Aplamn for Setting magla Performance Standards

According to Cahen (1970) one way to assess the learning outcomes of

any instructional segment is to examine hau well that segment has prepared

the student fbr fUture learning. This idea has major implications for the

setting of mastery-performance standards for two reasons. First, in mastery
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strategies the major outcome over any instructional secsment is the perform-

ance level to which each student learns. And second, these strategies aye

explicitly designed such that the level to mhich students are helped to

learn Should maximize each student's likelihood of attaining a set of de-

sired, end-of-instruction learning outcomes.

In a mastery learning context, therefore, Cahen's notion can be trans-

lated as follows: one may to assess mastery over any sepient of instruc-

tion is to examine haw well the attainment of various performance levels

prepares students for attaining the desired learning outcomes. ghat level

which best prepares students vis-g-vis these outcomes can then be selected

as one's mastery standard. Far example, one could set a mastery performance

standard for a two-unit instructional sequence mhere achievenent and inter-

est Imre the desired learning outcomes by determining that performance

level whose attainment best maximized these outcomes.

Three major steps must be taken to implement this approach. Firut,

the learning outcomes to be maximized by the instruction's completion mast

be characterized by a set of defensible learning criteria. This entails

the creation of some Practical (Schmab, 1968) methodology 2or making justi-

fiable value-aamag.. The method must be practical because we have no

comprehensive ..the_oa of the outcomes of instruction (Bormuth, 1971; Gagne,

1970) and hence no theory which might guide one in selecting amoug existent

aeiteria or generating new criteria for representing the learning. The

method rust make value-judgments, iae., the selection of some subset of

criteria from the range of possibilities available according to some

priorities, because the choice of criteria represents essentially a value

or values judgment (Scriven, 1967; Messick, 1970).



Next, some model for interrelating, weighting and combining scores

over the various criteria must be developed (Bormuth, 1971). This model

has two functions. First, it attempts to eaptere the wholeness aad the

complexity of the learning to be maximized. Second, it provides a deeision

function for seleeing that staneard which best maximizes the learning in

cases where the attainment of different eerformance levels maximizes scores

on different criteria. Suppose; for example, that the learning to be maxi-

mized is represented by two criteria, achievement and interest, and that

the attainment of one performance level maximizes future achievement while

the attainment of another maximizes future interest. Deoending upon one's

model, the standard would be set either closer to the first performance

level or closer to the second. If achievement plays a far larger role than

interest in the model, then the standard wield be set closer to the fi-xst

level. But if interest plays a far larger role than achievment, then the

converse would be true.

Finaily, having defined the learning to be maximized by a set of de-

fensible criteria and a model which incorporates these criteria, maximal

learning must be clear3y. defined. Here a statistical technique must be

selected for estimating future learning (i.e., estimating scores from the

model) as a function of the performance level to which the unit or units

over mhich the standard mill be set are learned. Least-s4uares (e.g.,

regression), Bayesian or other estimation procedures udght be used. That

level mhAch yields the greatest estimated future learning can then readily

selected as one's mastery standard.

Alrankap. of the Proposed .1Rproach

While this approach to the setting of mastery standards is neither

as sipple or as expedient as its predecessors, it does have some powerful
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adaantages. First, it introduces a heretofore missing element of objec-

tivity into the process of settirg mastery standards. From the choice of

learning criteria to the selection of some statistical estimation technique,

one is forced to be eanlicit about the decision processes by which he ar-

rives at his standards. Thereby he opens his standard setting process to

scrutiny and challenge by other individuals and enables these individuals,

if they so chooae, to independently verigy his standard through replication.

Second, the procedure yields standards which have clear meaning for

student learning. It enables one to set a standard whose attainment should

lead to greater future learnina than would have the attainment of any other

standard.

And third, it allows one to optimally design his mastery learning strat-

eg7. As Glaser and Nitko (1971) have pointed oat, "Instruction proceeds as

a function of the relationship among measures of student performance, avail-

able instrucUonal alternatives and learning criteria that are chosen to be

antimized." The approach developed here establishes a clear relationship

among these variables. It forces one to select particular learning criteria

to te optimized and to met standards whose attainment will clearly optimize

this learning. One can then select from the available instructional altern-,

atives the particular design which ensures that the standard selected will

be maintained and nence that the desired end-of-instruction learning out-

comes will be reached.

liqsibility Ska

The mastery standard setting approach outlined above rests upon many

assumptions. But perhaps the most basic of these assumptions is that the

performance standard which a student is helped to attain over eech segment

of his instruction has important implications for his realization of the

desired end-of-instruction learning outcomes. This segment of the paper

reports the results of a study designed to test this assumption and,,hence,

the approanh's feacihnity.
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Method
Sul....2ilestis: Ninety-one eighth graders from a jovoly-Iliedle class saburb

near Portland, Oregon formed the sample.
Learning Materials: Matrix algebra vas selected rLs subject :oatter

for this study becaase it ')est fit the following rorJuireme:Its.

First, it is taught sequentially; that ±s e!-:,sch segment of

instruetion builds upon the ,L)y:ior segments If the:performance
level which a student is helped to attain ovcr oac . segmelat of

his instruction does influence his future leanling, then it
seemed reasonable that these .:Iffectc would be clearest in

sequentially taught subjects. Second, the algebra vas sui:ficiently
relevant to the student's nrior learning so that it would *lot be
perceived es being so difficult that only a few could leeven it
or GO easy that it would be sheee busyvork, Finally, the algdbra
vas sufficiently esoteric to ensure no spill over of any negative
experimental effects into he students other school works

Three programmed units in elementary matrix algebra vere
developed from a textbook developed by Bhushan (1968): Unit 1 -
The definition and some properties of matrices; tinit II - Special

types of matrices and the eules of matrix eaaality; and Unit III -
the process and rules of matrix addition and the erocese of matrix
subtraction. Each unit was constructed so that most sleudents mould
learn only about 50 percent of the material frua the text alone.

Learalla Criteria: Common school learning criteria were used to represent
the fUture learning to be maximized, i.e., the goals of the instrne-

tion. The first criterion vas Achievement. This is the cniterion

most often used by schools to measure a student's learning. It

indicates his acouleStion of the intellectual skills (content and
mental processes) taught and also serves mach like aptitude and
intelligence measures as an index of general learning capacity.

Achievement, however, may be thought of a indexing only
the level to which a student has learned. Bloom (1968), drawing

on the vork of Carroll (1963), has suggested that the rate at

which a pupil learns to a given level or the levnl to uhleh he
learns in a given amount of time are inter-changeable learning
criteria. Hence, although some have challenged the utility of
rate measures (e.g., see Cronbach and Snow, 1969), the Time
Needed to Learn was chosen as a second criterion.

A third criterion vas Transfer vhere teansfer was defined an

the application (Bloom, 195.67-of cognitive skills achieved, nnder
one set of conditions to t'ae solution of related new problems.
This criterion was selectea since ne..=ther a high level ot achieve-

ment or a quiek learning rate guaranteed that the student vould
be able to apply- the skills acquired by one point in time It a

faure point. t*.:lah of sdhool learning, though, is cumulative
preoisay in the sense that what is learned at one point must be
applied at same later point to facilitate new learning (Gagne,
1965) or to solve nevr problems (Brownell, 19)48).

'7
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If many of the skills acqaired in schocl ere to transfer to
new learning or to the soittion of new trohlems, then cleaely
these skills must be availeble when needed. Bat even if e
student's learning is adequate at its completion, it need not
be adequate, even available, when required (e.e., see Brownell,

191-18). Hence, Retention was selected as a fearth criterion.
All the preceding criteria may be classified as T'cognitiven

learning criteria. Many teachers and edacetional researchers
(e.g., Brown, 1971; Kra1;hwohl, )3loom and Mesia 1964; Messick,

1970) would assert, howeven that leaoning is a phenomena
requiring both cognitive aad affective criteria to capture its

complexity. Accordinglv, the following affective criteria were

also chosen: Interest and Attitude toward the algebra both
BIV WW4 .011/ ....rya... WI

at and tvo weeks after the completion of its learning. These

criteria were selected for the following reasons. Firet,
unlike many affective traits (e.g., values) interests and
attitudes might be developed in the brief period over -which
the experiment was to take p.:ese. Second, unlike most affective
tratts, interests and attitudes can be measured in at lease some
crude ways (Shaw and "Wright, 1967).

Following Getzels (19n-9), an interest was conceived al a
characteristic dispostion of the individual organized through
experience which induces the individual to actively seek oat
particular activities, shills and understandis associated
with the object of Ofect. In the ease of this study, interest
vas defined in terms of the indtvildual's willingness to learn
more about the experimental subject and to partecipate in a
number of subject-releted activities. An attitude, on the
other hand, was conceived as an emotional tendency, organi:-.ned
through experience to act in a characteriet4c positive or
negative way toward the ob;;eet_of affect. In Cetzels' scheme
the formation of an interest is assumed to be prerequisite
for the formation of an attitude toward a tonic or 41:Abject.

Instruments: Three parallel fonms of twenty-item formative criterion-
referenced evaluation instruments were prepared for each unit
following procedures outlined by Airasian (1969), Bloom, Hastings
and Maidan.s (1971), and Bormuth (1970). These instruments would
be used to determine each student's unit Performance level.

Instruments were also developed for each of the learnLng
criterion. Two forms of a twenty-item summative evaluation
instrumont (Bloom, Hastings and Madaus, 1971) were developed
to test achievement and retention respectively. A ten-item
transfer test was devised to test the studaut's ability to
apply same of the major laes of matrix algebra - e.g., the
commatative (MB = B+A.) and the associative A+ (E*C) = (A+B) +C.
PinalLy, Liirert-type scales were developed to measure student
interest in and attitude toward the algebra. Interest was
measured by a scale designed to elicit the student's desire to
learn more about various facets of the algebra and to participate
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in certain activities involving matrix ale:ebsee. The ae'Th.tede scale

was adapted from tbe InternItional Sindy O rci uea*.cieen. Acelievereent

in Mathematics (Husen, 1.967) "Attitude toeard .[e,thematies" subscale,j-
lalgaELLITocedures: TAo experiment eas 0 one school week

under actual school conditions: four sessions ese 8o minutee Cor 9,11
students and one session of 4o minutes foe sadente ebe needed eeyee
learning and testing time, At the first seeeion, yeceteste ef aceve-
ment, transfer, intereet and attitude were e.dminieterea eei

Unit I. Units II aed III were given in the secme and eessicee
respectively. Peet-teets echievement, j,:ranser, intereet ;)5d
attitude mere adminisi:ered beqinning wit'e session four. Teo weeecs

after session four, the retention meesure as given and he interest
and attitude .!_nstruments weee re-administered,

Within each of four classes, students were aecie;ncd to one of
five treatmeets. Sixteen students were assigned to four e:leperimentel
treatments where each treatment helred Ss to learn to a different
proportion - 65, 75, 85, 95 per cent - of tho material in eFch unit
before proeeeding to the next. The remaining etedents were assigned
to a control treatment wherein Ss vere not reonired to vaintain any
Particular per unit performance level,

The control and experieental trea'omenes for each enit can be
schematized as followe

e-
Unit Unit 1 Self-directed
Test Forme.tive 1 Review

Test
1

1..........ts

> <

Control L Experimental Experimental Only

Parallel ; Thtoring
1

Testitems

Parallel
Review

Test-itetas

-7:2j

In the control treatment, Ss completed the unit programmed textbook,
completed the unit test and then, regardless of their score on the
unit test, worked on special:14y assigned homework. In the experimental
treatment, Ss completed the unit text and test and then, depending ou
their score on the test, either moved to the homework or reviewed
portions of the unit. If the S had attained his required performance
level as indicated-by his score on the unit test, he worked on the
homework. If not, he reviewed just enough of the vnlearned material
to brine his performance to standard. Special programmed review
materials and individual redelr prescriptions keyed to these materials
were provided. The student could review as nu6h or as little as he

7.11.11.01111111.11101.011....M.Iva.m.p.

The reliability indices for
Achievement = .84 (Alder
Retention = .81 ("
Transfer = .89 ("
Interest = .92 (Odd-Even, Split-Half)
Attitude = .89 (" "

each learning criterion instrument were:
Richardson Formula 21)

)

These coefficients are based cal a sample size of n = 25.

)

9
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felt necessary. Upon comp3Ation of his review, he vas then retested
over the reviewed material with new items drawn from the second
parallel form of the unit test,. If he answered all these items
correctly, he was allowed to work on the epc.:cial. homework. If not,
he eaas tutored over the material stili unleaened and then retested
over this material with items draeon fron, a third parallel form of
the unit test. Pilot testing had ahoen thee', this review/correction
process would gaarantee that virtually all expe:simental Ss could
be helped to reach their required performance level.

Data Gathered: in addition to the peetest post-test and retention data,
the followine information ems gatalezeed. Fhest, each student's unit
performance level before any veleiewicerrection Second., each
stu&ant's unit performance level aiter revieqcorrection, if any.
Third, the time spent per unit by eath student in learning Via the
textbook and aey self-ditseeted review ar.dieutorfng. And fourth,
each student's interest in and attitude teemed the algebra at the
eompletion of each unit.

.11E214.A....ngtqa: Across the fver classes, a total of 16 students were
assigned to each of the four experimental tredeuents and 27 students
to the control group. Hewever -Ave experimental and two control
studfmts 'who begen the eeperiment failed to complete it. Eight
other experimental steldents completed the experiment, but were
dmiped for rexpones of data enalysis bemuse they consistent4
wirceeA.ed their required. perfcremance level (i.e,, learned 10 per
cent or mare material than required.) or they Sonsistentay failed
to attain it (i.e., learned 10 per cent OT more leas material
than requi-red). Conseceareatly, data viere analyzed far only 25
subjects in the control group, 12 in the 63 -.per cent experimental
group, 14 in the 75 and.85 per cent &eons each, and 11 in the
95 per cent group.

The data were maalyeed as follows. First, the mean-scores
WSlitleded by each treateent 'ewe plotted to ineestigate the general
pAstare of the relatioiaship between the performance level maintained
and stadent le.erning as indexed by each eriterion. Second, the
scores on each priterion measure were analyzed using ene-way

iveriate analysis of variance procedures (Dock, 1963)0 The
least-square estimated effects gemrated inethese analyses e;nd
theeeptitatee: standard. errors were then used to compare and
contrast the effeets of the 'orioles treatments on each criterion.

Results

Achievement and Retent*a

As indicated in Figure 1, there was a limor relationship between

wo 40 4, ON I. *4 et. IMO ap

Insert Figure 3.
WO CM W. S 54 oa Li, kg Oei CTI iv OW L.

10
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the per unit performance level mintained over the secpence end means scores

on the achievement and retention measures. OniT maintenance of .s.;he 85 and

95 percent levels, however,*yielded scores which mere aignificaltay higher
1

6chievement: t95 = 2.93, t85 . 1.93; retention: t95 3.01, t85 . 1,94)

than the control group's scores.

Besides suggesting that there vas corae relationehip betmeen the main-

tenance of particular performance levels and .nie mean level of stadem

achievement, the data also indicated aa interesting relationship between

the maintenance of the various levels and the variability in stulent achieve-

ment. Table 1 reports the mean achievement test scores and the variance of

these scores for each treatment group.
2

Note:that as the per unit perform-

ance level Ss mere asked to maintain increased, mean abhievement test scores

4.4 O. 414 50 14 141 CV Crq 01

Insert Table 1

174 bit $4Y S 4.0 W W Meell

rose and the variance of these scores fell. The 85 and 95percent treat-.

ments not only helped:students whim to significantly higher levels than

the ecntrol taestment, but it also helped homcgentze studeut performance

armlet thane high levels.

Transfer

The mean scorea of each treatment groUp on the transfer test are

plotted in Figure 2. Here there vas no linear relatiendt14 between the

p < .05. All.hypotheses in the study mere tested at the .05 level.

2Since theme= achievement scores do.not =roach the test's ceiling,
these variances are not articicially restricted.

11
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Insert Figure 2
Ye 441 441, lib 4.44 444 .as v. *4 .4.

performance level maintained and men scores due primarily to the very

low mean score of 75 percent group. FUxtber, cnly maintenance of the 95

percent standardyielded significantly higher (tranofer: t = 3.02, p c .05)

scores than the control treatment.

No completely satisfactory explanation can be given for the lou mean

transfer score of the 75 percent group. The score might be an artifact

of the small sample size and the smell nuMber of iteme (10) in the trans-

fer measure. It might also be attributable to the relatively negative

interest in and attitude toward the algebra which, as will be shove dieortly,

the 75 percent treatment group exhibited after the sequence's completion.

The latter explanation is less tenable than the foemer, however, becaase

the achievement and transfer measures were given together; yet the mean

score of the 75 percent group on the achievement meaumre was not so

adversely affected.

Learniilg Time and Bfficienla

Figure 3 illustrates the average total time spent in learning by the

. -

'Insert Figure 3
00 A. w w ww um no ww ...

x

.. various treatment groups. As is clear from this figure there was a curvi-

linear relationship between the performance level maintained and the aver-

age total learning time:spent. The ANOVA. result indicates that all experi-

mental groups spent significantly more (p < .05) learning time than the

control group.
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But one aspect of these time data 'warrants further analysis. Note

that the 75.85, and 95 percent treatment groups all cpent appronataIy

the same total amount of learning time despite the fact that the 95 per-

cent group had to learn more material than the a5 percent group and the

latter, more material than the 75 percent group. This situation could

have occurred only if the 95 percent goup learned more efficieirly, i.e,

learned more material in a glve'a time than the 85 percent group and the

85 percent group learned more efficiently than the 75 tercent group.

To explore this "efficiency" hyl:othesis, the total learning time

vas broken into the time spent in textbook learning and the time spelt

in correction/review for each unit. The analysis focused on the relation-

ship between the average amount of material learned using only the unit

text and the time spent ia that learning. Table 2 Ipartial4 summarizes

this relationship.

ta 41. NO Is 01 ela

Insert Table 2

a ere ea to wo tea am No We era

Note that by Unit III, students in the 95 perceab group were spend-

ing nuch less textbook learning time then the other exuerimental groups

and rougly the same time as the control group. Further, by Unit III they

mere also learning more material, as evidenced by their average formative

test score, than any other experimental group and roughly ho percent more

material than the control group. Taken together, therefore, these findm.

ings suggest that maintenance of the 95 percent level eventually helped

make these students' learning more efficient than the learning of both

the control and the other experimental groups.
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Interest and. Attitude

Figures 4 and 5 are plots of the mean scores for each treatment group

69* IA WV I J,E Q., Ole 64 Is, WV S. 61 1.6

Insert Figures 4 and 5

toe 610 4 66 160/ 61. 60, IA 151 Yo. .61 SI He OM

on the interest and attitade measures. Figure 4 presents scores on the

measures administered with the achievement and transfer instruments.;

Figure 5 presents scores on the measures administered with the retention

instrument. Hereafter, interest in and attitude towerd the algebra measured

just after its completion mill be called "short-term" interest and attitude

respectively. Similarly, interest in and attitude toward the algebra two

meeks after its completion mill be called "long term" interest and atti-

tude respectively.

If the scores of the 75 percent group are disregarded, then in both

Figures 4 and 5 there was a curvilinear relationship between the per unit

performance level maintained and, mean scores on each criterion. In all

cases except short-term interest, the scores increaaed az a function of

the level naintained WO to the 85 percent level and then dropped off at

the 95 percent level. This pnttera is especially apparent in the eaae of

long-term attitude.

The ANOVA. analyses yielded the following results. On the Short-term

interest, short-term attitude and long-term interest criterion, both the

85 or 95 percent treatments yielded significantly greater (p < .05) scores

(short-term interest: t95 = 1.98, t85 = 1.84, dbort-tera attitude: t95 =

2.47, t85 = 2.83; long-tera interest: t95 = 1,97, t85 = 2.34) than the

14
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control treatmeni:. Bvt the dfif'ierence iu the e:Ueetn o the 89 ane. 9$ cee-

cent treatments was stotietically Imelenificant, On the long-terra ntti-

tude criterion, hwever, only tl:c 85 rercent tecatnent yielded signifi-

cantly grecnter (1) < .05) scores (lc-az-term attitude: t85 = 3.42) Ilan

the control trestnent.

Discussion

While all these findings must be interpreted cantiously until renli-

1
eated uith a larger sample on a longer learning secuence, on the whole

they do suggest that the standard settinq approach proposed here is feasible.

The maintenance of particular perforvance levels thrmgbout the instruction

did influence the stadents' ftttre learning as cheraeterized by the selected

learning criteria. Further, the maintemnce of different levels had differ-

ent effects on the learning. In particular, maintenance of the 95 percent

level best naximized the learning rewesented 'by the cognitive criteria

while maintenance of the 85 perecnt level best maximized the learning repre-

seated by the affective criterie,. Given a model for relating scoren on the

cognitive criteria to scores on the affective criteria, therefore, it

would have bean possible to set a, mastery standard fel' the algebra sequence.

Summary

When the taa: of evaluating studnt learning, is carefully considered,

two major problems emerge. One is the gathaving of the most appropriate

and. precise evidence Possible about the learning. The other 1.3 the setting

of performance standards against which this ovidcnce may be weighed and

the adequacy of each student's learning judged. This paper has focused on

h replication study is cnrrently nnder way.

1.5
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"out one facet of the latter problem, vU., the problea) of settira

ance standards for use in strategies foe aestery learning.

The pater began with the argument that a key verleble in t)le dezign of

these strategies are the mastery .7?erfemance standards which etedents are

helped to attain throughout their instruetion. Unless steelderds can 'ee set

whose maintenance does 'produce the desired end-of-instruction learning out-

cones, then these strategies will be misdesigned.

It was then pointed out that presently there are no procedures for set-

ting such standards. Tuo reasons were given for this situation. First,

mastery performance standards must be absolute rather than relative stan-

dards for use in interpreting scores on criterion-referenced rather than

normereferenced testing instruments. And second; mastery stenderds must

be set using rational as onposed to arbitrary or irratioral techniques.

These techniques should yield standards whose superiority as indices of

the adequacy of a student's learning can be defended bon logically and

empirically.

Having established the need for rational procedures for aetting mastery

standards, next am attempt was made to formulate one such procedure. The

appramch developed utilizes students future learning, i.e., their scores

on a set of desired, end-of-instruction learning outcomes, as a criterion

0Or determining the mastery performance level which students mast attain at

any stage in their instruction. To apply the approach, the following stets

nuat be taken. First, the future learning of interest must be specified

in termo of a set of defensible learning criteria. Next, a model for inter-

relating, veighting and conbiaing scores over the various criteria must to

16



3.6

develoned. This model atouldcerture the wholeness anA core.plexitT of the

future learning of interest. Ana finelly eome statiotical technicNe must

be selected for estimating future learning, i.e.; scoeee on the =del, ae

a function of the various perforeeence levele to which the segment or segments

of instruction over which the standard -All be set toigat be leerned. That

performance level whose attainment will yield the greatest estimated Athere

learning is then selected es one's mastery performance etandard.

While this approach is neither as :Ample or as quick as its predecessors,

it does hese same powerful advanteges. Firs-G, it introduces a heretofore

missing element of dbjectivity into the mastery standard setting process.

It forces one to be explicit about the decision processes by which he

arrives at his standards and, thereby, opens the standard setting process

up to public scrutiny, challenge, and replication. Second, the approaeh

Nields standarde whose attainment hcs clear meaning in terms of the students !

future learning. And third, it enables one to optimally desiEn his instruce

tion by establishing a clear relationship between the three major variable's

Ndlich condition how the insizruction should proceed '. measures of student

performance, the learning criteria that are chosen to be optimized, and the

available instructional alternatives.

Finany, the paper reported en experiment designed to explore the feasii-

bility of the approach proposed. Perhaps the most basic assumption which

underlies this approach is that the performance standard Which a student

attains over each segment of his instruction has important implications for

his realization of the desired, endeofeinetruction learning outcomes. The

experiment reported was designed to tost this asiumntion.

. 17



Ninety-one eighth graders uere taught e t'eree-unit sevence elent-

entary matrix algebra over one schcol weeh, TI.e students lied been randomly

assigned to five treatment groups. The control group leerned the aleebre.

under no requirement that they maintaia eny particular per emit peeforeomce

level while the experimental groups learned under the reqeirement 'ehat they

each maintain a different per enit level. The effects of the control and

the experimental treatments on selected, endeofeinstruetien cognitive md

effective learning criteria were then, examined. The cognitive criteria

were achievement, retentien, transfer and learning rate; the affeetive cri-

teria were interest in attitude tocard the algebra at and tuo weeks after

the instruction's termination.

In general, the experiment's resu2t3 confirmed the assamption tested.

The maintenance of particular performance levels throughout the instructional

sequence did have significant effects on student learning as eharacterized

by the various learning criteria. FUrther the maintenance of particular

levels had different effects on different classes of criteria, In particu-

lar, the maintenance of one level best maximized scores on the cognitive

criteria while the maintenance of another best maximized scores on the

affective criteria.
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TABLE 3.

THE AVERAGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES AND THE ACHIEVEMENT TEST
SCORE VARIANCES FOR THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

GROUP

A tr.GE ACHIEVEDIENT VARIANCE OF ACHIEVEMENT
TEST SCORES TE3T SCORES

(PERCLIT CORRECT) s2

95 percent
(n=11)

85 percent
(n=14)

irs percent
(nr3111)

65 percent

(n=12)

Control

64.9 82.8

60,7 110.2

50.8 139.2

49.0 240.2

50.5 501.8

22



TABLE 2

THE AVERAGE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT IN TEXTBOOK LEARNING PER ALGEBRA UNIT
AND THE AVERAGE FORMATIVE TEST SCORES ON UNIT III BEFORE
FEMBACK/CORRECTION FOR THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

AVERAGE TEXTBOOK LEARNING TIME
(in Minutes)

_SEM_ Unit t Unit II Unit III

EVerimental

AVERAGE FORMATIVE TEST
SCORE UNIT VI

(Mean Percent correct)

95 percent 11.4 14.2 25.8 74.4

85 percent
(ns14

11.4 .15.0 29.4 63.4

75 percent
(n=14)

11.2 25.2 29.1 56.5

65 percent

(n=12)

11.1 14.3 27.1 63.7

Control 11.1 12.7 25.3 54.2
(nue25)
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